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Abstract

Recent simulation results for the main features of the
electron cloud in the storage ring of the Spallation Neutron
Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge, and updated results for the
Proton Storage Ring (PSR) at Los Alamos are presented
in this paper. A refined model for the secondary emission
process including the so called true secondary, rediffused
and backscattered electrons has recently been included in
the electron-cloud code.

1 INTRODUCTION

Studies on the possible electron-cloud effect have been
initiated at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) under con-
struction at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).
The electron cloud effect may limit the performance of in-
tense proton storage rings, causing a fast instability that
may be responsible for proton losses and collective beam
motion above a certain current threshold, accompanied by
a large number of electrons. Such a high-intensity instabil-

Table 1: Simulation parameters for the PSR and SNS.

Parameter Symbol PSR SNS
proton beam energy E, GeV 1.735 1.9
dipole field B, T 1.2 0.78
bunch population Np, ×1013 5 20.5
ring circumference C, m 90 248
bunch length bl, ns 254 760
beam pipe semi-axes a, b, cm 5,5 10,10
gauss. tr. bunch size σx, σy , mm 10, 10
flat tr. bunch size rx, ry , mm 28, 28
proton loss rate ploss, ×10−6 4 0.11
proton-electron yield Y 100 100
No. steps during gap Ng 100 250
No. kicks/bunch Nk 1001 5001
max sec. yield δmax 2.0 2.0
energy at yield max Emax, eV 300 300
yield low energy el. δ(0) 0.5 0.5

ity which has been observed in the PSR at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) for more than 13 years, is
now recognized to be, although not conclusively proven,
an electron-cloud effect. This instability is now believed
to be due to the collective coupling between an electron
cloud and the proton beam [1, 2]. In this article we present
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simulation results for the SNS and for PSR ring obtained
with the ECE code that has been developed at LBNL over
the past 6 years. In all results presented here, the proton
beam is assumed to be a static distribution of given charge
and shape moving on its nominal closed orbit, while the
electrons are treated fully dynamically. We defer issues
like the current instability threshold, growth rate and fre-
quency spectrum to future studies. We compared in [3] our
results for the electron current and energy spectrum of the
electrons hitting the walls of the chamber against measure-
ments obtained in the PSR by means of dedicated electron
probes. From such comparisons we can assess the effects
of several important parameters such as the secondary elec-
tron yield (SEY) at the walls of the chamber, the proton loss
rate and electron yield, etc. Furthermore, we can infer de-
tails of the electron cloud in the vicinity of the proton beam,
such as the neutralization factor, which is important for a
self-consistent treatment of the coupled e-p problem [4].

2 PHYSICAL MODEL

2.1 Sources of electrons

The two main sources of electrons considered for proton
storage rings at the SNS and the PSR, are: lost protons
hitting the vacuum chamber walls, and secondary emission
from electrons hitting the walls (the electron cloud in the
vicinity of the stripper foil is not modelled here). Although
our code accommodates other sources of electrons, such
as residual gas ionization, we have turned them off for the
purposes of this article.

2.2 Secondary emission process

The SEY δ(E0) and the corresponding emitted-electron
energy spectrum dδ/dE (E0 =incident electron energy, E
= emitted secondary energy) are represented by a detailed
model described elsewhere [5]. Its parameters were ob-
tained from detailed fits to the measured SEY of stain-
less steel [6]. The main SEY parameters are the energy
Emax at which δ(E0) is maximum, and the peak value it-
self, δmax = δ(Emax) (see Table 1). Furthermore, for the
results shown below, we do take into account the elastic
backscattered and rediffused components of the secondary
emitted-electron energy spectrum dδ/dE. The backscat-
tered component typically becomes more important at low
incident electron energies. To account for this behavior we
have used a fit extrapolated data for copper measured at
CERN [7]. The value of δ(E0) at incident electron ener-
gies E0 <10eV is an important parameter since it deter-
mines the electron survival rate at the end of the gap. This
quantity is difficult to measure experimentally, and remains



          

an uncertainty for the model. However, the decay time of
the electron cloud at the end of the beam pulse has been
measured in the PSR, see Fig. 1. A long exponential tail
seen with 170 ns decay time may imply a high reflectivity
for low energy electrons. In Fig. 1, we reproduce the pas-
sage of one single PSR beam assuming different values for
δ(0).

Figure 1: Experimental data from PSR (R. Macek courtesy)
and simulated decay time of the electron cloud at end of the
beam pulse. Different SEY values for low energy electrons,
δ(0), have been assumed in the simulation.

2.3 Simulation Model

The PSR and the SNS rings store a single proton bunch
of length τb followed by a gap of length τg with a typical
current intensity profile shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A Gaus-
sian transverse beam with rms sizes σx=σy=10 mm, and
the actually measured longitudinal intensity profile are as-
sumed for the PSR. The transverse beam distribution for
the SNS is assumed to be constant with rx=ry=28 mm. The
vacuum chamber is assumed to be a cylindrical perfectly-
conducting pipe. The number of electrons generated by lost
protons hitting the vacuum chamber wall is Np × Y × ploss

per turn for the whole ring, where Y is the effective elec-
tron yield per lost proton, and ploss is the proton loss rate per
turn for the whole ring per beam proton. The lost-proton
time distribution is proportional to the instantaneous bunch
intensity. The electrons are then simulated by macropar-
ticles. The secondary electron mechanism adds to these a
variable number of macroparticles, generated according to
the SEY model mentioned above. The bunch is divided up
into Nk kicks, and the interbunch gap into Ng intermedi-
ate steps. The image and space charge forces are computed
and applied at each slice in the bunch and each step in the
gap. Typical parameter values are shown in Table 1. By
comparing the measured and simulated decay time of the
electron cloud, shown in Fig. 1, we deduce δ(0) ' 0.5, and
assume this value for the following simulations presented
here.

Figure 2: Simulated electron density during the first bunch
passages, in a PSR field-free region and a dipole section.

Figure 3: Simulated electron neutralization factor in a SNS
field-free region. The fractional charge neutralization com-
puted within the beam radius exceeds 10% at the tail of the
bunch.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The build-up of the electron cloud in a PSR field-free re-
gion and a dipole section during the passage of the beam is
shown in Fig. 2. The saturation level in the PSR is reached
after few bunch passages, when assuming δmax =2. The
estimated peak number of electrons in a field free region is
∼ 4 × 107 e/cm3 or 50 nC/m. In particular, when assum-
ing δ(0) '0.5 the simulated electron density in the PSR in-
creases by a factor ∼3 relative to the δ(0) '0.1 case (refer
to previous results for PSR, see [3]). These are examples
of strong parameter sensitivity that calls for further experi-
mental investigations.

The SNS beam pipe chamber will be coated with TiN.
Recent measurements of an as-received sample of the TiN
coated SNS vacuum chamber, has shown δmax =2 [8]. The
build-up of the electron cloud and previous results for the



          

Figure 4: Build-up of the electron cloud in the SNS field-
free region assuming a δmax =1.3 and 1.1. The electrons
gradually increase in number during successive bunch pas-
sages until, owing to the space-charge forces, a balance is
reached between emitted and absorbed electrons.

SNS field-free region and dipole section for δmax =2 are
shown in [1]. Due to the large electron multiplication, we
have used a very low initial number of macroparticles per
bunch passage, leading to significant fluctuations in the
turn-by-turn electron density. Simulation results for the
SNS obtained with a different code [10] show a qualita-
tive agreement with our results, although they yield a lower
estimated electron density at this SEY value. The neutral-
ization factor, ratio e/p, computed within the beam radius
region, is shown in Fig. 3. For δmax=1.3 and 1.1, we were
able to increase significantly the number of macroparticles,
leading to better statistics. The build-up of the electron
cloud during the first few bunch passages is shown in Fig.4.
The simulated electron density (averaged over the whole
run) in a SNS field free region is shown in Fig. 5, when
assuming δmax=2. Proton losses corresponding to 10−7

protons loss per proton per turn are expected in the SNS
ring.

4 CONCLUSION

We present updated electron cloud simulations for PSR
and preliminary simulations for the SNS. When consider-
ing proton losses of 10−7, an average density 10 nC/m with
peaks of ≥ 150 nC/m may be reached in an SNS field-
free region. The related neutralization factor exceeds 10%
at the tail of the beam pulse. High electron density may
lead to a significant tune shift and consequent high proton
losses, see [3]. Due to a large unexpected electron multipli-
cation in the case of the SNS, we have used a low number
of macroparticles per bunch passage.
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7 DISCLAIMER

Thisdocument waspreparedasanaccount of work spon-
sored by the United States Government. While this docu-
ment isbelieved to contain correct information, neither the
United StatesGovernment nor any agency thereof, nor The
Regents of the University of California, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or as-
sumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, complete-
ness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,
or processdisclosed, or representsthat itsusewould not in-
fringeprivately owned rights. Referenceherein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by its trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, doesnot nec-
essarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommenda-
tion, or favoring by the United States Government or any
agency thereof, or The Regents of the University of Cali-
fornia. Theviewsand opinionsof authorsexpressed herein
do not necessarily stateor reflect thoseof theUnited States
Government or any agency thereof, or The Regents of the
University of California.
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